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Foreword

Designing the Grey Grid for Information Society
The needs and demands of Information Society are in constant state of change
and flux. Information overload, information loss, information-on-demand are
among just a few of the many factors confronting information professionals,
practitioners, and net-users on a daily basis.
To a great extent, grey literature is the cause of all this. For the past two decades
grey literature has grown exponentially in relation to commercially published
literature. The grey literature community realizes that while the challenges faced
at the First International Conference on Grey Literature in 1993 may not have all
been resolved, solutions today lay in a whole new order, on yet another scale and
magnitude than ever before. GL10 seeks to address the challenges to grey
literature that still remain, while dealing with even newer challenges and an
infrastructure that can effectively integrate all. The conference title ‘Designing the
Grey Grid for Information Society’ invokes an infrastructure, which must take into
account social, political, and organizational factors. For these also impact systemto-system performance when dealing with the scale and diversity of information,
data, document types, collections, and subject areas linked to grey literature. As
such, interoperability becomes de facto a requirement in the design of the grey
grid i.e. an infrastructure that can model and withstand the test of an ever
changing Information Society.
Dr. Dominic J. Farace
Grey Literature Network Service

Amsterdam,
December 2008
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Conference Program & Timetable

DAY ONE
9:00-10:30

OPENING SESSION
Chair, Dr. Joachim Schöpfel, University of Lille 3, France
Opening Address

A Whiter Shade of Grey: The many shades in grey literature and how to
improve findability Arie Jongejan, Chief Executive Officer Swets, Netherlands

Keynote Address

WorldWideScience.org: Bringing Light to Grey
Brian Hitson, Associate Director OSTI-DOE, United States

Rejoinder

Collection Development in a Grey World
Jennie Grimshaw and Elizabeth Newbold, The British Library, United Kingdom

10.30-11:00

Morning Break
11:00-12:30

SESSION ONE – INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES AND GREY LITERATURE
Chair, Anne Asserson, University of Bergen, Norway
Grey Literature in the Czech Republic
Petra Pejsova, Martina Pfeiferova, State Technical Library, Czech Republic
Towards an Institutional Repository of the Italian National Research Council:
A Survey on Open Access Experiences
Daniela Luzi, Rosa Di Cesare, Roberta Ruggieri and Loredana Cerbara,
Institute of Research on Population and Social Policies, IRPPS-CNR, Italy
Grey literature in French Digital Repositories: A Survey
Joachim Schöpfel, University of Lille 3 and Christiane Stock, INIST-CNRS, France
INIS Grey Literature - A Trusted Nuclear Full Text Repository
Seyda Rieder, International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, Austria

12.30-13:30

Lunch
13:30-15:00

SESSION TWO – GREY LITERATURE IN BIOMEDICAL COMMUNITIES
Chair, Elizabeth Newbold, The British Library, United Kingdom
Recommendations for finding the gold: Optimizing efforts to identify the
Grey Literature on Public Health Effectiveness
Maureen Dobbins and Paula Robeson, Health-evidence.ca; McMaster University, Canada
Harnessing the Power of the Veterinary Grey Literature
Joe Jaros and Esther Carrigan, Texas A&M University [et al.], United States
Information Literacy and Librarians’ Experiences with Teaching Grey Literature to Medical
Students and Healthcare Practitioners
Yongtao Lin, Tom Baker Cancer Centre and Marcus Vaska, Health Sciences Library, University of Calgary,
Canada
Grey Literature and Development: The Non-Governmental Organization in Action
Lynne Marie Rudasill, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States

15:00-15:30

Afternoon Break
15:30-17:00

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Chair, Dr. Primož Južnic, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
(See Listing of Posters, page 10)
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DAY TWO
9:00-10:30

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Chair, Dr. Primož Južnic, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
▪ EBSCO (Netherlands) ▪ INIST (France) ▪ Swets (Netherlands)
▪ SNDT (India) ▪ KISTI (South Korea) ▪ RVTH (The Gambia) ▪ UFSC (Brazil)
▪ OPI (Poland) ▪ VNTIC (Russia) ▪ ISFOL (Italy) ▪ GreyNet (Netherlands)
Note

See Separate Schedule for the Poster Presentations and Product & Service Reviews, page 10

10.30-11:00

Morning Break
11:00-12:30

SESSION THREE – LEGAL ASPECTS, INTELLIGENCE, AND TEXT MINING IN GREY LITERATURE
Chair, Christiane Stock, INIST-CNRS (France)
Green Light for Grey Literature? Orphan Works, Web-Archiving and other Digitization
Initiatives – Recent Developments in U.S. Copyright Law and Policy
Tomas A. Lipinski, School of Information Studies; University of Wisconsin, United States
Legal deposit practices regarding grey audiovisual and multimedia materials carrying Creative
Commons licenses and those carrying traditional copyright at the Library of Congress
Debbie L. Rabina, Pratt Institute; School of Information and Library Science, United States
The “Grey” Intersection of Open Source information and Intelligence
June Crowe and Thomas S. Davidson, Open Source Research Group; IIA, Inc., United States
Grey Literature for Natural Language Processing: A Terminological and Statistical Approach
Laura Cignoni, Gabriella Pardelli, and Manuela Sassi, Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale, CNR, Italy

12.30-13:30

Lunch
13:30-15:00

SESSION FOUR – GREY LITERATURE IN RESEARCH
Chair, Daniela Luzi, CNR-IRPPS (Italy)
Do High-Energy Physics Scholars read Scientific Journals?
Anne Gentil-Beccot, European Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN, Switzerland
Grey Literature produced and made available by Universities – Helping future Scholars or
Copycats? Primož Južnic, University of Ljubljana, Department of Library and Information Science and
Book Studies, Slovenia
Interest - INTERoperation for Exploitation, Science and Technology
Keith G. Jeffery, Science & Technology Facilities; Council Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK
Anne Asserson, University of Bergen, Research Department, Norway
OpenSIGLE, Home to GreyNet’s Research Community and its Grey Literature Collections:
Initial Results and a Project Proposal
Dominic Farace and Jerry Frantzen; Grey Literature Network Service, Netherlands
Joachim Schopfel, University of Lille 3; Christiane Stock, and Nathalie Henrot; INIST-CNRS, France

15:00-15:30

Afternoon Break
15:30-17:00

CLOSING SESSION - REPORTS FROM CHAIRPERSONS, CONFERENCE EVALUATION, AND FAREWELL
Chair, Dominic Farace, Grey Literature Network Service, GreyNet, Netherlands
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Schedule for the
Poster Presentations and
Product & Service Reviews
Poster Presentations are scheduled on both days of the conference. Speakers will have the opportunity to
briefly introduce themselves in the Main Hall (5 minutes) before proceeding to an adjoining conference
room, where they will simultaneously present their posters in an informal setting. The format for Poster
Presentations are equivalent to PowerPoint Presentations, which will be viewed by small groups of
participants directly on the Speakers' laptops.

15:30-17:00

DAY ONE
EBSCO Product and Service Review / Rene Dales, EBSCO Publishing
Regional Sales Manager Databases Benelux
INIST Product and Service Review / Christiane Stock
SWETS Product and Service Review / Anthony Hodge
Marketing & Communications Executive - Region South
Grey Literature on Caste-based Minority Community in India / Jyoti Bhabal, SHPT School of Library
Science; SNDT Women’s University, India
Collecting Foreign Digital Grey Literature through Consortium in Korea Suhyeon Yoo, Kijeong
Shin, and Heeyoon Choi, Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI), South Korea
Knowledge and Use of Grey Medical Literature by Medical and Paramedical Staff at
University/Research Associated Medical Institutions in Developing Countries
Emmanuel U. Onyekwelu, Joan Carlos, Rodriguez David, and Margarita Gonzalez
Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital, The Gambia

09:00-10:30

DAY TWO
The Knowledge Transformation in Products and Services: Grey Literature and the Thesis at
PPGEP / Gerônimo Vanderlei Machado, Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), Brazil
Polish technologies online / Maciej Dominiak, Maciej Ossowski, Krystyna Siwek, and Krzysztof Lipiec,
Information Processing Centre (OPI), Poland
Virtual Reading Rooms for Efficient Online Search and Access to Grey Literature / Aleksandr V.
Starovoitov, Centre of Information Technologies and Systems of Executive State Authorities; Aleksandr
M. Bastrykin, Yuri M. Bogdanov, and Leonid P. Pavlov, The Scientific and Technical Information Centre of
Russia (VNTIC), Russia
Grey literature in VET and labour market / Chiara Carlucci, Monia De Angelis, and Silvia Mussolin;
L’Istituto per lo sviluppo della formazione professionale dei lavoratori, ISFOL, Italy
GL Compendium, a unique current awareness resource in and for Grey Literature /
Dominic Farace and Jerry Frantzen, GreyNet, The Netherlands
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Opening Address

Monday 09:00-10:30

Opening Address
A Whiter Shade of Grey
The many shades in grey literature and
how to improve findability
Arie Jongejan,
CEO Royal Swets,
The Netherlands

Grey literature carries several different definitions, from a simple
“anything that is not (yet) white”, and ‘white’ being any official and
registered publication,

to “any literature that is difficult to find”. In

his keynote at GL10 entitled ‘A Whiter Shade of Grey’ Swets-CEO Arie
Jongejan will point out how recent developments have helped to
whiten large categories of grey literature.
The advent of WorldWide Web, the rise of institutional repositories, better metadata
management, better web search and the increasing popularity and availability of
open source material, have all helped to create whiter shades of grey literature.
At the same time, the growing overload of available information has not necessarily
made the librarian’s life easier. It has created a new grey shade over many
categories of what is essentially white literature, creating a greyer shade of white.
How do librarians handle that?
Jongejan will explain how improved findability of literature in all its shades is core to
the Swets strategy. In Swetswise, its electronic platform for library tools and
subscription management facilities, librarians are supported in many ways to find the
literature they need, from the Swetswise Titlebank to Swetswise Searcher. Swets is a
partner in findability of literature.

Bionotes
Arie Jongejan was appointed Swets’ Chief Executive Officer in March of 2005. Recognized for his
expertise in the publishing industry, Arie joined Swets following an impressive career at Elsevier, where
he held a range of senior management positions. As CEO of Elsevier's Science & Technology Division, Mr.
Jongejan was responsible for the commercial and technical innovation of ScienceDirect and Scopus,
developing them into Elsevier's core business. http://www.swets.com
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Opening Address
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Keynote Address
WorldWideScience.org
Bringing Light to Grey
Brian Hitson,
Associate Director OSTI-DOE,
United States

Brian Hitson is Associate Director for the U.S. Department of
Energy's Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI) in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. In this position, Mr. Hitson is responsible
for international information exchange programs, administrative
and financial management, cost-reimbursable activities, limited
access information programs, and the digitization and preservation
of a 1.2 million scientific document repository.
As part of his international responsibilities, Mr. Hitson coordinated the development
of the global science gateway, WorldWideScience.org and the establishment of its
multilateral governance structure, the WorldWideScience Alliance. He is Chairman
and U.S. representative to the International Energy Agency's Energy Technology
Data Exchange (ETDE), which manages the world's largest energy research,
technology, and development database. He is also the U.S. representative to the
International Atomic Energy Agency's International Nuclear Information System
(INIS). In addition, he serves on the elected Bureau of the International Council for
Scientific and Technical Information (ICSTI) as Chair of the Technical Activities
Coordinating Committee. Mr. Hitson has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Economics and
a Master's in Business Administration, both from the University of Tennessee.
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Monday 09:00-10:30

Rejoinder
Collection Development in a Grey World
Jennie Grimshaw and Elizabeth Newbold
The British Library
United Kingdom
The British Library has been collecting grey literature since the 1950s primarily in the
sciences and social sciences. Over the last five decades the library has responded to
and worked with the changing external information environment to develop and
manage its collections. The last few years has seen rapid change in many areas with
the proliferation of digital material and the flight to the web of much grey literature.
Working in this environment poses interesting questions for libraries and librarians in
their approach to collection development and collection management. In our paper
we will explore some of the issues and practicalities that we are addressing as we
continue to develop our collections for researchers in the sciences and social
sciences. Drawing on our experiences we will discuss the following issues through a
case study of report literature on dementia:





How to identify and acquire material
Challenges and practicalities of the legal framework and environment
How our collections are changing and adapting including examples of where the
changes in the make up of the collection are salient
How to make the material accessible now and in the future

All collections are different, our users are not your users and our collections are not
your collections, using examples from our collection and collecting practices, in our
unique position as the national library of the United Kingdom, we hope to illustrate
some of the common issues facing libraries and information professionals in
maintaining and developing grey literature resources in the digital environment.

Bionotes
Jennie Grimshaw is curator of official publications and social policy collections at the British Library. As
such she has a particular concern with the move of informal government publishing to the Web, and is
involved in several projects aimed at its archiving and conservation in the UK, working with The National
Archives, the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales, the London School of Economics Library and the
Bodleian Library at Oxford.
Elizabeth Newbold - After completing a degree in applied sciences and an MSc in Information Studies
Elizabeth started a career as an information professional specialising in scientific, medical and technical
information provision. Elizabeth has worked in a number of organisations and specialist information units,
providing information research services to researchers in both the public and private sector before moving
to the British Library in 2003 to manage the science, technology and medicine (STM) collections.
Currently leading the STM Content & Collections team for the British Library her work focuses on
collection and content development strategies and policies. Her interest in grey literature has developed
over the years from her experiences working in organisations that were both users and producers of grey
literature.
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Session One

Monday 11:00-12:30

Grey Literature in the Czech Republic
Petra Pejsova, Martina Pfeiferova
State Technical Library, Czech Republic
Our contribution summarizes and describes activities concerning grey literature in the
Czech Republic. The managing organisation of the activity is the State Technical Library
(henceforth the STL); in the past, it was the STL, who was collecting, publishing and
submitting grey literature into the SIGLE system. Moreover, the STL was the
representative of the Czech Republic in the EAGLE. Now, EAGLE being extinct, there is no
coordinated collection of grey literature on the national level since 2005.
The STL makes up the role of the Czech National Library, which under the National
Digital Library project, aims at accessibility of wide spread published documents ("white
literature"). On the other hand, the STL intends to deal with literature not acquired
through normal bookselling channels (grey literature) and initiated a project for grey
literature retrieval.
The project—National Repository of Grey Literature (henceforth NRGL)—has been
supported by the Ministry of Culture. Its main objective is formation of a digital
repository of grey literature in the Czech Republic. The project aims at gathering
metadata and possibly full texts of grey documents in the field of education, science and
research. NRGL shall solve the typology of documents gathered, metadata formats,
persistent identifiers, intellectual property issues, soft- and hardware support, forming a
network of collaborating institutions etc.
There has been established a close collaboration with representatives of Czech
universities, who face the issue of storing university qualification theses which is one of
the segments of typology of documents collected by NRGL. The National Registry of
University Qualification Theses shall become a component of NRGL. The STL has also got
in touch with further issuers of grey literature in the Czech Republic, in particular
research institutes of the Czech Academy of Sciences, the institution covering a major
part of production of grey literature in the segment of research and development.
NRGL should make it possible to research the data on grey literature in the Czech
Republic at one spot with a single interface, as well as to retrieve the information on the
owner of the document and if possible, the full text of the document, either in electronic
form or through the contemporary network of libraries (interlibrary loan, Virtual
Polytechnic Library, Document Delivery Service etc.).
The NRGL project does not assume retrospective digitalisation of grey literature
documents. However, we intend to make NRLG be a trustworthy repository. The aim of
the project is to provide services not to the NRGL contributors only, but also to the
widest public. The STL has based the project on practice of universities which had
already experience with local repositories. The entire NRGL project is consulted with the
National Library of the Czech Republic as a part of the National Digital Library project.

Bionotes
Petra Pejsova studied information science and librarianship at Charles University. She works as an
information specialist in the State technical Library, Czech Republic. Actually she is leading a project
Digital Library for Grey Literature – Functional model and pilot.
E-mail: p.pejsova@stk.cz
Martina Pfeiferova has a degree in information science and librarianship at Charles University. She
works as an information specialist in the State technical Library, Czech Republic. Actually she is working
on a project Digital Library for Grey Literature – Functional model and pilot.
E-mail: m.pfeiferova@stk.cz
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Towards an Institutional Repository of the Italian National Research
Council: A Survey on Open Access Experiences
Daniela Luzi, Rosa Di Cesare, Roberta Ruggieri and Loredana Cerbara
Institute of Research on Population and Social Policies, IRPPS-CNR, Italy
In Italy Open Access Initiatives (OAI) have been primarily promoted by Universities and intra-university
consortia, which almost unanimously adhered to the Berlin Declaration. At the moment there are about
30 operational OA archives, which demonstrates a constant increase of these information systems.
The National Research Council (CNR), one of the largest governmental research institutions in Italy, has
not taken any official position towards open access yet. However, the scientific and organisational
autonomy of its 107 institutes covering science and technology, life sciences as well as social sciences
and humanities, does not exclude that some of CNR institutes have developed their own systems to make
their scientific production publicly available. Moreover, past and present co-operative experiences
between CNR libraries ranging from SIGLE participation to actions supporting common access to digital
resources outline a shared and value added background useful to support and diffuse OAI.
This paper presents the results of a survey promoted by a group of CNR librarians and researchers
(hereafter called “supporter group”) which has the aim of acquiring information on the different
experiences and activities carried out within CNR institutes to implement OA.
Our principal objective is to identify documentation, organization as well as technological resources that
could be the basis for a future development of a comprehensive CNR Institutional repository. In particular
the survey intends to:

Acquire information on OA archives already developed and/or planned by single CNR institutes,
including data of:
o Principal actors participating in archivial process,
o Types of documents collected,
o Availability of full-text documents,
o Software used.

Verify whether other types of databases have been developed to make the Institute’s scientific
production freely available (for instance research activity web pages, library catalogues, etc.) and
analyse their characteristics.
The survey started in March 2008 and foresaw the following phases:

Setting up of a “supporter group”;

Development of a questionnaire;

Identification of the questionnaire target (CNR Institutes, sections, units);

Questionnaire submission;

Data collection and analysis of results.
The semi-structured questionnaire is composed of 14 questions within two different sections that reflect
the survey objectives: questions 1-9 are related to the characteristic of the developed OA archive,
questions 10-14 concern information sources on the Institute’s scientific production made freely available
in other forms.
Expected results
At the moment we have received about 60% of responses from CNR institutes and about 50% from its
sections, which makes the results of our still ongoing survey very promising. These results will constitute
the basis for a feasibility study aiming to support a comprehensive CNR Institutional repository, based on
the integration of already developed open archives as well as on the development of guidelines that
could orient the design of new interoperable systems.
The network approach, which has an important role in supporting this survey, may also constitute an
example of best practice for the construction of a participative and pro-active consensus on OAI.

Bionotes
Daniela Luzi is researcher of the National Research Council at the Institute of research on populations
and social politics. Her interest in Grey Literature started at the Italian national reference centre for
SIGLE at the beginning of her career and continued carrying out research on GL databases, electronic
information and open archives. She has always attended the International GL conferences and in 2000
she obtained an award for outstanding achievement in the field of grey literature by the Literati Club.
Email: d.luzi@irpps.cnr.it
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Rosa Di Cesare was born in Civita d'Antino (AQ) in 1952 and graduated from "La Sapienza" University in
Rome in 1982. She received her diploma in Librarianship from the Vatican Library in 1996. She worked in
the Central Library of National research council (CNR), where she started to become involved in research
activity in the field of Grey literature (GL). Member of the Technical Committee for the SIGLE database
from 1995 to 2001, she is presently responsible for the Library at the Institute of research on population
and social policies (IRPPS) of the National research council. Her studies have focused on citation analysis
and on the use of GL in scientific publications. Email: biblio.irpps@irpps.cnr.it
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Grey literature in French Digital Repositories: A Survey
Joachim Schöpfel, University of Lille 3, France
Christiane Stock, INIST-CNRS, France
The impact of open archives on the availability and selection of scientific and technical information is
growing. Yet, there is little empirical evidence on the deposit and processing of grey literature in digital
repositories.
The purpose of this communication is to provide a survey on grey literature in French open archives, e.g.
institutional and subject-based digital repositories.
The survey is based on a selection of 40 representative French digital repositories. The different archives
are selected through national and international registries of OAI repositories, e.g. OpenDOAR, ROAR,
BASE, EPrints, DSpace, University of Illinois OAI-PMH Data Provider Registry, Scientific Commons,
Webometrics. The selection follows a defined set of criteria (located in France, living archive, size). The
repositories are shortly described (type of repository, scientific domain, software, size, language,
institution).
Five aspects are analysed for each digital repository:
1. typology of grey documents (in particular, theses and dissertations, reports, conference
proceedings, working papers, courseware),
2. part of grey literature in the whole archive (in %),
3. specific metadata related to grey literature,
4. quality control and policies (evaluation, validation),
5. conditions of access to the full text.
Whenever possible, data on development (evolution of deposit) and usage (statistics of access and
downloads) are added. These information and data are linked to the characteristics of the repositories
mentioned above, and specific features of grey literature are discussed.
Furthermore, the question if the New York definition of grey literature applies to the content of digital
repositories is discussed.
The communication provides an overview of the preservation and dissemination of grey literature in
French digital repositories, contributes to the discovery of French grey literature and open archives, and
moves forward the debate on the future of grey literature in the environment of digital repositories.

Bionotes
Joachim Schöpfel obtained his Ph.D. in psychology from the Hamburg University in 1992. During his
studies in psychology, he participated in research on bilingual children of Turkish immigrants in Hamburg,
of the German minority in Denmark, and in a French-German High School in Versailles, France. From
1991 to 2008, he worked at the French Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (INIST-CNRS) in
different positions in database production and library management, at last as head of the e-publishing
and document supply department. During the same time, he was lecturer at the University of Nancy. At
present, he is senior lecturer in information and communication sciences at the Charles de Gaulle
University of Lille 3. He published on GL, document delivery, digital libraries, scientific publishing, usage
statistics and professional development.
Email: joachim.schopfel@univ-lille3.fr
Christiane Stock is the head of Monographs and Grey Literature at INIST-CNRS and gives lectures on
grey literature. INIST-CNRS, 2 allée du Parc de Brabois, F-54519 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex.
stockc@inist.fr
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INIS Grey Literature - A Trusted Nuclear Full Text Repository
Seyda Rieder
International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA, Austria
In every field of science, a reliable information system is essential to identify, synthesize,
disseminate and preserve the information resources and make them easily accessible to
current and future generations.
The International Nuclear Information System (INIS) is the system that covers literature
published worldwide in the area of peaceful uses of nuclear sciences and technology. The
INIS bibliographic database and the unique grey literature full-text collection have always
been the two major products that serve the nuclear community. INIS fullfills this
challenging task based on strong international cooperation among its member states and
member organizations.
From the very beginning, INIS understood the significance of collecting, preserving and
providing access to grey literature that is not available through commercial channels. Its
availability for future generations is crucial.
Over the years, INIS focused on rapid developments in technology and fulfilled users’
expectations by upgrading its information systems and enhancing the technical
infrastructure. Prior to 1997, the INIS grey literature full text collection was stored on
microfiche; later digital technology was introduced. Recognizing the advantages of direct
online access to electronic files, INIS has recently started a major project converting the
full text collection from microfiche to digital medium. The result of this project will be a
full-text searchable, reliable and trustworthy database containing over 700 000
documents.
In view of the importance of capturing and transferring the nuclear knowledge and
expertise to next generations, IAEA and Member States have initiated programmes to
manage and preserve knowledge within the nuclear community. From the very beginning,
INIS has been deeply involved in long-term storage of, and access to, nuclear knowledge
and has proven to be instrumental and efficient in this area, complying with international
standards and following digital preservation guidelines of authoritative institutions, such
as Cornell University.
Currently, there is a wide range of digital preservation initiatives that INIS leads both at
the IAEA and in Member States. INIS will continue to play a significant worldwide role in
nuclear knowledge preservation and management activities and will further grow as the
reliable reservoir of nuclear knowledge for future generations.

Bionote
Seyda Rieder has worked at the International Nuclear Information System of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (INIS/IAEA) for over 30 years. As leader of the Database Production and Imaging Group
she is in charge of the quality control and production of the INIS bibliographic and grey literature
database. In this capacity, she is also responsible for the maintanence and revision of INIS guidelines and
rules related to bibliographic description, record structure, standardization and exchange of full text
literature, and is an instructor in capacity building and training activities. She manages a number of
IAEA/INIS digital preservation projects in cooperation with Member States. Ms. Rieder is the vice-chair of
the ISO3166 Maintenance Agency (International Standard for the Representation of Names of Countries
and their Subdivisions) and the representative for the IAEA. Email: S.Rieder@iaea.org
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Recommendations for finding the gold:

Optimizing efforts to identify the Grey Literature on Public Health Effectiveness
Maureen Dobbins and Paula Robeson
Health-evidence.ca; McMaster University, Canada
Goal: Research and other literature related to the development of a comprehensive methodology for
searching the grey literature for public health evidence is scarce. This project aimed to develop and test a
methodology for identifying, retrieving, and selecting unpublished syntheses evaluating the effectiveness
of public health interventions; assess the quality appraisal of the reviews found; and make
recommendations related to the further development of an efficient grey literature search strategy.
Method: Literature search and key informant interviews informed the development of a search strategy.
The proposed strategy was pilot tested by searching for reviews related to physical activity promotion
among children and youth. Quality assessment was conducted on retrieved reviews and refinements were
then made to the piloted methodology for a comprehensive search strategy based on the test results.
Project Costs: The Public Health Agency of Canada contributed $50,000 towards this $100,000 project.
Results/Conclusions: Pilot testing of the proposed grey literature methodology resulted in 68
documents, of which 60 were synthesis documents. Following secondary relevance testing, critical
appraisal was conducted on 16 documents - 13 systematic reviews and three clinical and/or best practice
guidelines. Eleven documents were inaccessible. Of the systematic reviews, eight were appraised to be
methodologically strong, one moderate, and four weak. Only one guideline was recommended for use in
guiding practice and program development.
The identification of systematic reviews from the published and grey literature is an important process in
the provision of the best available research evidence to guide decision making in public health, health
promotion, and population health. There is considerable international interest in the development of an
effective feasible strategy in this regard. Depending on the available time, human and financial resources,
the key steps to accessing the grey literature for public health synthesis evidence include (in order of
priority):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Searching the databases of organizations that produce and/or house systematic reviews and other
evidence syntheses for existing, in process, and planned reviews
Contacting key individuals (systematic review producing organizations and other content experts)
Connecting with issue-specific and relevant funding organizations in Canada, the US, the UK, and
elsewhere
Searching the websites of Federal/Provincial Governments in Canada; relevant agencies within
national government in US, UK, and elsewhere
Searching the Web using various search engines
Contacting Universities, University Departments (content), and other research organizations
Contacting Regional Health Authorities and public health units in Canada

Bionotes
Maureen Dobbins, RN, PhD is an associate professor in the School of Nursing at McMaster University.
Currently she is career scientist of the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. Her research
efforts have sought to understand knowledge transfer and uptake and evidence-informed decision making
among public health decision makers in Canada. Studies have included: identification of barriers and
facilitators to research utilization; understanding the information needs of public health decision makers
at the local, provincial and federal level; evaluating the use of systematic reviews in provincial policies;
exploring where research evidence fits into the decision-making process; evaluating the impact of
knowledge transfer strategies, and exploring knowledge brokering in public health units in Ontario. On
March 10, 2005 she launched the web site www.health-evidence.ca. This registry houses all reviews
evaluating the effectiveness of public health and health promotion interventions published since 1985.
The value of this registry is that it meets the need for a single source of high quality effectiveness
evidence in public health/health promotion; a need clearly articulated by Canadian public health decision
makers.
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Paula Robeson, RN, MScN earned her BN from Memorial University of Newfoundland (1987) and MScN
from the University of Ottawa (2000). She has a breadth of nursing experience from across Canada in
primary health care, public health, health promotion, and population health. Paula is employed at
McMaster University as a Knowledge Broker (KB) with both health-evidence.ca and the National
Collaborating Centre for Methods and Tools (NCCMT), one of six public health collaborating centres funded
by the Public Health Agency of Canada. In these KB roles Paula is responsible for knowledge transfer and
exchange with public health decision makers across Canada to assist them to develop and support
evidence-informed practice, programs, and policies in their organizations and communities. To that end,
Paula was the Knowledge Broker with a 3-year RCT, Evaluating the Evidence on Knowledge Brokers:
Comparing Strategies to support Decision-Makers' Translation of Evidence on Physical Activity and
Healthy Body Weights. Through the NCCMT, Paula is coordinating the development of a national network
of public health managers.
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Harnessing the Power of the Veterinary Grey Literature
Joe Jaros and Esther Carrigan
Texas A&M University [et al.], United States

Problem/Goal: A significant portion of the literature of veterinary medicine is grey literature. Although
three of the national libraries of the United States (National Library of Medicine, National Agricultural
Library and Library of Congress) each cover some portion of the veterinary literature, there is no
comprehensive plan to collect, ensure access and preserve the veterinary grey literature.
Research Methods/Procedure:
Focus Group: In September 2007, seven veterinary librarians from across the United States met at Texas
A&M University for a 3-day session to discuss issues surrounding the veterinary grey literature,
brainstorm ideas of potential remedies, and create the beginnings of an action plan. This group of
librarians represented several different academic veterinary libraries and the American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA). They now function as the Steering Group for this cooperative venture that will
extend beyond the United States to reach all international libraries serving veterinary schools accredited
by the AVMA.
Survey: In March 2008 a survey on veterinary collection practices, emphasizing archives and grey
literature handling, was sent to librarians at all AVMA accredited schools of veterinary medicine.
Response rate for survey completion was nearly 75%.
Costs Related to the Project: $20,000 USD
Anticipated Results/Conclusions:
Based on the information gathered from the focus group and analysis of survey data, create and
implement an action plan. Elements of the plan include: identify new partners/collaborators; acquire
external funding; communicate widely and make disciples; coordinate preservation/digitization projects
which leverage institutional repositories of participant institutions.
The current environment, with
increasing opportunities for digitization of information resources and the growth of institutional
repositories in universities, provides the foundation and potential solution for enhancing access and
preservation of veterinary grey literature.

Bionote
Joe Jaros received a B.A. and an M.A. from the University of Texas at Austin, Texas. His M.S. in Library
and Information Science is from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He spent five years
working for the Colonial Records Project for the North Carolina State Archives in the United Kingdom. He
has since held a number of different positions at Texas A&M University in College Station, Texas. Since
1990, he has been associated with the Medical Sciences Library at that University, and is currently the
Veterinary Historical Collections Librarian. He has made numerous presentations on information services
and published in a number of library and information science related journals. His interest in grey
literature began with reference work for the veterinary college at Texas A&M and has become more
focused in his archival and preservation work. Email: jjaros@medlib.tamu.edu
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Information Literacy and Librarians’ Experiences with Teaching Grey
Literature to Medical Students and Healthcare Practitioners
Yongtao Lin, Tom Baker Cancer Centre and Marcus Vaska,
Health Sciences Library, University of Calgary, Canada
The concept of information literacy, which describes the knowledge and skills required in all contexts (i.e.
educational sectors, the workplace), as well as in people’s everyday lives in today’s information rich
society, was introduced in the United States in the early 1970s (Limberg et al. 2002; Lloyd et al. 2008).
According to the Association of College and Research Libraries Information Literacy Competency
Standards for Higher Education (2000), it has been concluded that an information literate individual is
able to determine the extent of information needed, access information efficiently, evaluate information
and its sources critically, and use information effectively. Information literacy skills become even more
central to meeting the requirements of dealing with complexity and large volumes of information from
grey literature.
Our interests as health sciences librarians and thereby the focus of our poster presentation lie in
portraying the unstructured nature of grey literature and discussing methodologies and approaches
towards teaching this elusive material to those in the health sciences sector, particularly medical students
and healthcare practitioners, clients we serve within the Health Information Network Calgary. The
Network was formed in 2005 through fee-for-service contracts between the University of Calgary and two
partners, the Calgary Health Region and the Alberta Cancer Board. An integrated health knowledge
service is provided for healthcare practitioners, staff, patients, and families from Knowledge Centres at
major acute care sites, with the University of Calgary Health Sciences Library serving as the Network hub.
In both medical school contexts and workplace settings, such as acute care facilities, information literacy
is closely associated with the ability to acquire and develop competencies to enable individuals to think
critically and use information appropriately (Lloyd 2005).
It is becoming widely recognized that giving the end user knowledge related to research information,
widening his/her horizons, and implementing critical thinking and carefulness in using information, is
more essential than instruction on how to search various information resources. In our own teaching we
employ case-based problem-based learning, described by L. Carden, P. Willingham and D. Bibb (2001).
We have found this method more effective, active and more student-centered, as it falls in line with a
general trend in education, which focuses on making our users independent lifelong learners, and also fits
our service goals within the Health Information Network in meeting the needs of medical students and
healthcare practitioners.
References






Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL). (2000). Information Literacy Competency Standards for
Higher Education. Chicago, IL: American Library Association.
Retrieved July 9, 2008 from:
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlstandards/informationliteracycompetency.cfm
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Bionotes
Yongtao Lin has worked as a librarian in medical settings since 2004 and is currently a Health
Information Network Librarian at Tom Baker Cancer Knowledge Centre, Calgary where she provides
library services to clinicians, staff, patients and families. She is a graduate from School of Information
Management from Dalhousie University, also has a Bachelor of Education and has had years of teaching
experience. Her interests centre on information literacy and library instruction to support healthcare
practitioners with best evidence for their healthcare decision-making. Email: yolin@ucalgary.ca.
Marcus Vaska is a librarian at the University of Calgary’s Health Sciences Library, where he provides
research assistance and support to clients within the Faculty of Medicine and the Calgary Health Region.
In addition to exploring innovative instruction techniques for his classes, he has developed newfound
appreciation for the pursuit of literature that exists beyond traditional publishing channels. Marcus’
current interests focus on the teaching methods and experiences of librarians involved in delivering grey
literature searching sessions to academic audiences in a medical setting. Email: mmvaska@ucalgary.ca
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Grey Literature and Development:
The Non-Governmental Organization in Action
Lynne Marie Rudasill
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, United States

Traditionally, the non-governmental organization working in economic and sustainable
development has been viewed as a trusted source for research and information on
specific topics and populations. With the advent of the World Wide Web, many of these
organizations are working to make their expertise available to a large number of users.
This study surveys non-governmental organizations working in several areas of economic
and social development to ascertain what types of information they are making available
on the Web, What types of grey literature are being made available electronically by
these organizations? What types of information are only available in print? How are
they organizing this information? What resources are they using to disseminate this
literature?
The survey looks at the electronic production, collection, and dissemination of
information by non-governmental organizations in developing and developed nations.
Resources such as press/news releases, reports, books, bulletins, and journals are
calculated for each organization at individual websites. The results of an electronic
survey of other materials held by this set of organizations will also be reviewed.
It is expected that the World Wide Web now serves the purpose of the traditional vertical
file in which print copies of non-governmental organization materials used to be filed. It
is also assumed that the materials on the Web serve only as the tip of the iceberg as far
as the production of information by the non-governmental organization. The impact this
might have on the organization's ability to serve as a point of expertise in policy
decisions will be explored.

Bionote
Lynne Marie Rudasill holds a Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science from the University of
Illinois, with additional studies in political science from Illinois State University. She currently serves as
Global Studies Librarian and subject specialist in political science and speech communication at the
University of Illinois where she is an Associate Professor of Library Administration. Her current research is
in the area of information use and production by non-governmental organizations and the archiving of
grey literature. She continues her work in web usability and accessibility as well.
Email: rudasill@uiuc.edu
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Grey Literature on Caste-based Minority Community in India
Jyoti Bhabal
SHPT School of Library Science; SNDT Women’s University, India

Problem/Goal: In India, caste system is very strong even in the 21st century. From ages
the backward communities were suppressed at many fronts. These backward communities
include Scheduled Castes (SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST), Nomadic Tribes (NT), and Other
Backward Classes (OBC). Each category is further divided into sub-categories. Amongst all
OBCs are better in their socio-economic, socio-cultural position. Earlier the SCs and STs
were the most oppressed class. Numbers of studies were undertaken on SC/ STs focusing
on various issues such as health, education, employment, political participation, socioeconomic status, etc. Through 1980s and 90s many research, projects, and government
publications have generated information regarding the above mentioned aspects.
This paper will survey libraries of Mumbai to review the grey literature available in
different formats pertaining to the various issues of these minority communities.
Research Method: Literature review of projects, thesis and dissertations, government
publication, working papers, etc. available in libraries of Mumbai will be conducted.
Result: Even after 60 years of Independence, caste based minority communities have not
yet achieved equality with the upper class. Government as well as NGOs is/are taking
initiative in empowerment of such minorities. Numbers of government schemes and
policies have been implemented. Several studies have been undertaken to evaluate the
success of these schemes and policies and acts.
This research is surveying seven libraries in the city of Mumbai to assess the types and
amount of grey literature available pertaining to the caste-base minorities. There are
reports, research studies, thesis and dissertations, working papers, government
publication, etc.. The way this literature is acquired, organized and made available to the
potential users, the use of the Internet in dissemination is also discussed. While most of
these documents are in English, there are few studies in Marathi and Hindi.
The study will also highlight the measures taken by these libraries to promote circulation
of these documents as many of these documents delineate policy decision of the
Government and the impact of such decisions.

Bionote
Jyoti Bhabal - Working as a Lecturer at SHPT School of Library Science, SNDT Women's University,
Mumbai since 2000. She is Bachelor of Commerce, Masters in Library and Information Science and
currently pursuing her PhD in Library and Information Science on 'Information Needs of Reserved
Category Teachers in Colleges and Universities'. She has conducted minor research project on 'Library
and Information needs of Reserved Category PG students of SNDT Women's University'. Her primary
interests are 'Library Use and User Studies', 'Library Design' and 'Caste-Based Minority Issues'. At present
she is teaching 'Library Management' and 'Subject Access to Documents' at Bachelor of Library and
Information Science course. Email: jyotibhabal@gmail.com
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Collecting Foreign Digital Grey Literature through Consortium in Korea
Suhyeon Yoo, Kijeong Shin, and Heeyoon Choi
Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information (KISTI), South Korea

Grey literature is occasionally the first and sole source for specific research topic. It
may contain comprehensive, concrete, and up-to-date information on research findings.
Despite the importance of grey literature, it is often neglected to be dealt with one of
major resources in libraries because it has historically been difficult to identify and
obtain.
In case of conference proceedings, it is simpler to obtain in libraries than the other
types of grey literature such as e-mails or preprints because it has a certain possibility
of publication. There can be two simple ways of obtaining conference proceedings in
libraries. The first one is to receive the materials directly from the researchers who
participate in the conference. The other one is to subscribe published conference
proceedings. This is a much easier way for libraries to build collection.
Most libraries and information centers in Korea have subscribed foreign digital resources
including conference proceedings through a group buying consortium called
KESLI(Korean Electronic Site License Initiative). It makes scholars get the information
as soon as it publishes and reduce librarians’ efforts of collecting and cataloging. In
spite of many advantages, subscribing the foreign digital conference proceedings
through consortium has still some issues to discuss.
This study introduces the KESLI consortium first. Then this study describes how to
develop foreign digital conference proceedings through KESLI and reviews some issues
produced in the subscribing process. Finally this study suggests the solutions of these
issues so as to make libraries build the digital grey literature as a major collection.

Bionotes
Suhyeon Yoo is a researcher for the Knowledge Resources Team at Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information. She is responsible for developing overseas electronic information resources
including electronic grey resources. She is also in charge of administration for national licenses of
KESLI(Korean Electronic Site License Initiative) which is a group buying consortium of overseas electronic
resources. Her particular areas of interest are copyright, document delivery, collaborative digital reference
service and user interface design. She obtained her master’s degree in Library & Information Science from
Yonsei University. Email : yoosu@kisti.re.kr
Kijeong Shin is the team leader of Knowledge Resources Team at Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information. He is also responsible for managing the KESLI consortium, developing
information resource based on cooperative work as well as enlarging global circulation of domestic
scholarly information. As the professional engineer, he leaded the project of developing web based
integrated information service. He has been consulting and evaluating informatization projects of
government and public institutes. His particular areas of interest are web services, XML, and U-library. He
obtained his master’s degree in Computer Science from Hanyang University. Email: kjshin@kisti.re.kr
Heeyoon Choi is the director of Knowledge Information Center at Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information(KISTI), sponsored by the Korean government. Before coming to KISTI, she
worked for POSCO Research Institute(POSRI) as the Director of Knowledge Asset Center. She is involved
in various other projects such as serving as the Editor-in-Chief of a quarterly academic journal called
"Information Management Research”, the vice president of Korea Knowledge Innovation Association and
the Public Relations Chief of WLIC 2006 Seoul. She is also the vice president of ICSTI(the International
Council for Scientific and Technical Information) which is the unique forum for interaction between S&T
information organizations all over the world. Her particular areas of interest are knowledge ecology,
knowledge management, scholarly communications and collection development. She holds masters and
PhD in Library & Information Science from Yonsei University in Korea, and post-master degree from
Dominican University in United States. Email: hychoi@kisti.re.kr
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Find the Piece
That Fits Your Puzzle

The Grey Literature Report
from
The New York Academy of Medicine
Focused on health services research and selected public health topics, the Report
delivers content from over 750 non-commercial publishers on a bi-monthly basis.
Report resources are selected and indexed by information professionals, and are
searchable through the Academy Library’s online catalog.
Let us help you put it all together; subscribe to the Grey Literature Report today!
For more information visit our website: www.greyliterature.org
or contact us at: greylithelp@nyam.org
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Knowledge and Use of Grey Medical Literature by Medical and
Paramedical Staff at University/Research Associated Medical
Institutions in Developing Countries
Emmanuel U. Onyekwelu, Joan Carlos, Rodriguez David, and Margarita Gonzalez
Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital, The Gambia
The Problem (Background/Introduction) Anecdotally a good body of medical Literature used for systematic review
is usually derived from a regression or substantive Metanalysis of well controlled/blinded adequately powered
Multicentric studies to generate a level 1 grade A evidence of best practice, presumptively these are in primary sources
in the form of publications as original articles in peer reviewed indexed international journals and bibliographies and
could be accessed through search engines such as (medline, Pubmed central) Cochrane controlled trials registers,
Embase current contents search, Science Citation Index to mention but a few. However recent senior data has shown
that a significant body of the medical evidence (up to 60% in some series is in the grey medical literature (ie
publications not available through the primary sources outlined above given that Medical research scientists and
clinicians are compelled by exigency to produce documents for use in making informed, timely, rational, technical and
detailed informative decisions it is imperative for them to device appropriate alternatives for effective communication
within specialized research or interest groups, this is the argument for the use of Internal Medical research reports,
Technical notes, Medical Institutional bulletins, Memoranda, Non-Indexed refereed Medical Journals ,Chapters in
Collective books, final reports of grants received, Proceedings of specialized International Medical conferences,
ephemerals, referenced, directed and instructed non-indexed medical journals teaching material, Internet
communications, personal communications, other unpublished known to the specialty specific experts, Raw data from
unpublished trials and preliminary interim analysis from ongoing trials ,sources operational protocols, guidelines for
Laboratory techniques, translations, or information leaflets produced for very practical aims, newsletters, drug patents.
Goal/Objectives/Aim: Traditional, classical teaching is that less body of the medical literature is in the grey literature
except in the 5PS(Philosophy, Psychology, Physiotherapy, Pharmaceuticals and of course public health which appears
to be reasonably well represented in grey literature in relation to the other medical disciplines. This study is therefore
aimed to investigate the knowledge and the use of the grey medical literature among the medical and paramedical
staff in university/research affiliated teaching health institutions in developing countries. Existing data intimates that a
standardized methodological study of this body of Medical Literature is not replete in developing countries.
Materials and the research method/procedure
A triangulated methodology involving a reactive strategy through multimodal standardize prepiloted questionnaire
administration, and non-obtrusive less reactive methodology using Citation analysis of The Grey Medical Literature in
the Medical Journals and Bibliographies of developing countries as a surrogate of use of the grey medical resource. Also
a methodological study of the accessible medical institutional repositories, open access archives and online thesis and
dissertations as proxy estimates of the knowledge and use of the grey medical literature in academic and research
biomedical communities.

Bionote
Emmanuel Onyekwelu (M.D, FRSH) is working as a Pediatrician and International Research Fellow in
The Department of Paediatrics, Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital, Banjul and The Children’s Medical
reference Clinic serrekunda the Gambia West Africa. He qualified in Medicine and surgery from The
University of Jos, Nigeria He worked for The Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi and the
University of Nigeria Teaching Hospital, Enugu, Nigeria. He is certified by the Educational Commission for
foreign Medical Graduates (U.S.A) He has made significant meritorious contributions in several areas of
medical and childhood investigation, care and development.
His other institutional Affiliations include:
Overseas Fellow of The Royal Society of Medicine London(UK)
Fellow of The Royal Institute of Health and The Royal Institute of Public Health London (UK)
Overseas Foreign Associate of The Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, London(UK)
Member of The Society of Paediatric Pathology (U.S.A)
Member of The Society of Paediatric Radiology (U.S.A)
Member of The Society of Social Medicine (U.K)
Member of The European Union of Public Health Associations (EUPHA)
International Member of The European Society of Intensive Care Medicine.
Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society (UK)
Associate Member of Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (UK)
Member of the European Association of Editors.
He has well over fifteen years experience in clinical medicine and investigation. His research interests
include Intensive care medicine, Emergency medicine, Oncology, Neurology and Infectious diseases.
He has great interest in use of The Grey Medical Literature for rational, informed evidence based clinical
and investigative decision making in Medicine. He is a convener of several t research, clinical and
academic interest groups.
E-mail-euonyekwelu@hotmail.com
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The Knowledge Transformation in Products and Services:
Grey Literature and the Thesis at PPGEP
Gerônimo Vanderlei Machado
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), Brazil
This thesis focuses knowledge. It discusses the understanding and use of the knowledge.
Here we show the contribution of great writers who have dealt with the knowledge, from
the point of view philosophic, scientific and methodological. This thesis seconded the
specific theoretical, methodological, political economic, environmental, social, and so on in
the knowledge uses. Some specifics on the creation and transfer of knowledge explicit and
formalized and as it are used in universities. Many things relating to the uses of knowledge
are emphasized in this thesis. The main source of research of this thesis is Gray literature that which is the scientific base for the information and for the technical use of the society.
That is, literature, which is produced in universities and, for this thesis, is constituted by
those supported PhD Program Post-Graduation Engineering Production and Systems
(PPGEP)'s UFSC (Federal University of the State of Santa Catarina) in the period 19952007. But only for the digitized Thesis. Thus this thesis Taking Charge of knowledge and
focuses on results submitted by the Thesis of this Program and for the branch of Media and
Knowledge. The Thesis that have examined in terms of formal and concrete content,
because we wanted to verify the extent to which they are processed or can be transformed
into the patents and products and services. Or if they are in the works of the Gray
literature that serves only to the practices of its sponsors and tutors. One of the results of
this thesis is that we did not find any PhD Thesis of PPGEP which will be converted directly
into the products or services or patents. But it was able to confirm that many of them
extra-Thesis, extra-PPGEP and extra-academic, with certainly, served as a
complementation to the formation of its academic sponsors. And, we could not prove if
some of them, indirectly, are served as the basis and source for organizing initiatives and
type of private companies and for the provision of public use or Para-public, it may be the
case of the Group/Institute Stela. Or if they were used and are still being used for its
results, as systems of organization and control of education services and utilities for
Brazilian Universities, as it seems to be the case resume program - CV-Lattes
(CAPES/CNPq). All this suggests that without fireworks, tolerance and functioning extralegal or Para-legal, the Brazilian Public Universities and programs Post-Graduation, like
PPGEP, might have difficulty functioning. There is no doubt that there are products and
services of the Public Universities that have originated in the PPGEP and theses that are
widely used today in public services and Para-public and diffuses services far all in Brazil. It
can be concluded that without such connivance and complicity Brazilian Professors of the
Public Universities have major difficulties to work.
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Polish technologies on-line
M. Dominiak, M. Ossowski, K. Siwek, and Krzysztof Lipie, Poland
In February 2008 the Information Processing Centre (OPI) in Warsaw started internet service
POLSKIETECHNOLOGIE.pl, devoted to introduction of new technological solutions created by Polish
business as well as the scientific institutions. The portal is the accessible source of information directed to
researchers and businessmen, who offering or searching technological solutions or the information about
possibility of development their own business. The aim of the service is to facilitate communication
between scientist and the businessmen as well as inspiring the scientific environments to more
commercial utilization of effects of its work.
The creator’s main idea was to present in transparent way the branch information which follow the most
important Polish science events and information’s about advanced technologies. All information on
website are introduced by comfortable mechanism, built in support about labour-saving tools.
POLSKIETECHNOLOGIE.PL contain moreover the numerous of thematic sections (the newest relating
questions of funding the investigations and intellectual property rights) as well as the information about
conferences, trainings or the valid legal adjustments.
In Portal there are published professional branch articles, invitation in events as well as relating Polish
science and industry information’s. All presented by comfortable mechanism, built in support about
labour-saving tools which facilitate using the service (the own explorer, expansion database, calendar of
current events, thematic archives).
One of the main parts of service which is addressed to representatives of business is database of the
detailed technological offers for business and industry representatives (not only in context of great
corporations, but also (and even first of all) the small, trade initiating native technological solutions firms,
seeking recipients for their own technologies or the trade partners for own business.
Service is an effect of one year work depending on data acquisition (searching partners and companies
interested in implementation of new technologies), technological offers (in present moment about 200),
conversations with many experts from Poland and abroad, work on projecting software, and webmasters
tools.
The paper presents the working principles of portal as well as the first half-year observation and results of
its functioning.
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Virtual Reading Rooms for Efficient Online Search and
Access to Grey Literature
Aleksandr V. Starovoitov,
Centre of Information Technologies and Systems of Executive State Authorities, Russia
Aleksandr M. Bastrykin, Yuri M. Bogdanov, and Leonid P. Pavlov,
The Scientific and Technical Information Centre of Russia (VNTIC), Russia
There are several kinds of grey literature that are extremely important as the source of
scientific and technical information. Among those are scientific research and development
reports and theses. In Russia the latter are presented in the form of candidate and doctoral
dissertations and together with scientific reports are centrally collected at the Scientific and
Technical Information Centre of Russia (abbreviated in Russian as VNTIC). The VNTIC
collection covers all the scientific disciplines and research areas including natural, life,
engineering, social sciences and the humanities and is supported in accordance with the
Federal Law “On the obligatory copy of documents”. The law obliges all the organizations –
the collective authors of reports and persons – the individual authors of dissertations to
give a free full-text copy of the documents to VNTIC. In turn, the Centre is obliged not only
to complete and permanently store the collection but also to disseminate the information
on its content.
The dissemination of abstracts and bibliographic information on reports and dissertations in
the form of serial abstract journals or online databases is quite correct legally. However, it
is evident that an up-to-date information service based on network computing and digital
documents representation should meet the requirement of full-text document search and
access. It is this requirement that makes it difficult for VNTIC to comply with the Copyright
Law and its latest version included in Part IV of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation
taken effect on January 1, 2008. Indeed, VNTIC and the like collections holders have to
face a legal collision between the law “On the obligatory copy of documents” and the
Copyright Law. On the one hand, VNTIC is supposed to provide access to full-text
documents as wide and open as possible. On the other hand, full-text digital documents
cannot be disseminated without the author’s consent. Obviously, it is practically impossible
to conclude the agreements with tens of thousands reports and dissertations authors. At
the same time to impose a ban on the access to their works would contradict a common
sense.
There is a way out of the situation in organizing the so-called virtual reading rooms of
VNTIC. The point is that Part IV of the Civil Code permits that the digital full texts of
reports and dissertations may be available to readers on the screens of monitors at the
centre’s reading room with no means of either paper printout or electronic down-load.
Besides the reading room at VNTIC premises, it is advantageous to organize the virtual
reading rooms in many scientific and/or university cities all over Russia allowing distant
users to get access to digital reports and dissertations through the Internet. The visitors of
the virtual reading rooms are subjected to the same copyright limitations as the VNTIC
reading room visitors: they are supposed to be registered as distant VNTIC readers and are
allowed to read the texts being within the precincts of the distant reading room.
The paper focuses on the project in the process of development at VNTIC and aimed at the
creation of virtual reading rooms grid covering many higher school institutions and regional
information and research centres in Russia. The potential grid audience is estimated at one
million scholars. It is evident that the longer the distance of the reading room from Moscow
the more its services are demanded.

Bionote
Leonid P. Pavlov graduated from Moscow Physical-Engineering Institute, Dipl. Eng. in computer
systems. He is a Candidate of Sciences in informatics; and since 1976 is employed with the Scientific and
Technical Information Centre of Russia (VNTIC) as Deputy Director. Main works in information systems,
scientific and technical information, and grey literature.
Email : pavlov@vntic.org.ru
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Grey literature in VET and labour market
Chiara Carlucci, Monia De Angelis, and Silvia Mussolin
L’Istituto per lo sviluppo della formazione professionale dei lavoratori, ISFOL, Italy
In the context of the development of new technologies GL has found new and faster
means of diffusion, improving its own visibility and efficiency to the point of being today
considered a preferential channel for the diffusion of information, data and
communication on specific topics. This is also the case of ISFOL : in fact, as regards
vocational education and training (VET) and labour market (LM), the Institute promotes
studies and researches, whose outcomes need to be disseminated and delivered
towards different targets: from practitioners and policy makers to a wider public not
necessarily made of experts. To these ends, ISFOL has established an internal
specialised documentation centre (Centro di Documentazione Specializzato - CDS)
engaged in the task of creating and managing GL services and documentary products
able to functionally support, disseminate and communicate the results of the Institute’s
activity. The paper aims at providing a presentation of the ISFOL CDS activity, of which
the following is a brief extract […] Over the recently ended period (2000-2006) of the
ESF planning, the CDS has been engaged with the core task of coordinating the editorial
production of GL, which has been always recognised by our Institute as a key tool for
collecting and disseminating the results of its research activities. The methodological
approach has been necessarily twofold; on the one hand the CDS had to define editorial
policies (and specific GL products) able to strategically face the market rationale; on the
other hand, the same structure was responsible to catalogue and index those same
products. Many issues have been dealt (though not all solved yet): from the
arrangement of specific tools aimed at mapping the research activities (and relative
outcomes and publications) of the Institute, to the setting of the most correct
relationship with internal researchers whose specific interest in maintaining visibility in
bibliographical treatment as “authors” of publications whose scientific responsibility
should be of the sole Institute. With all these concerns in mind, the main purpose of
CDS has been to create the condition to control the several phases succeeding in the
life cycle of the grey literature produced by the Institute. It has been possible this way
to make easier the accountability procedures expected within the ESF management,
since the same GL products are the results of co-financed actions. In fact, at the end of
period considered, the whole production (an overall of 200 titles) has found a proper
autonomy in a Hypertextual guide of the grey literature, proposed as a practical tool for
improving visibility to the GL produced, most of all providing the most proper
thematic/semantic linkages among titles, enabling as much browsing paths as possible.
A major purpose of the Guide, that we are pleased to introduce in this session, is to
improve public availability of the ISFOL GL production through several utilities: from the
full texts provided for each research or contribution to the indexes that allow the
catalogue consultation.

Bionotes
Chiara Carlucci graduated and specialized in library sciences, is currently researcher officer of ISFOL
Institute for the Development of vocational training for workers (National Public Research organization
involved in VET and labour policies). Since 1997 co-responsible for designing and managing research
projects on scientific documentation and technical information concerning institutional fields and
coordinator of the Specialised documentation Centre of ISFOL. She is an author of scientific and technical
issues on specific themes. Email: c.carlucci@isfol.it
Monia De Angelis graduated in library sciences, is currently officer of ISFOL, Institute for the
Development of vocational training for workers (National Public Research organization involved in VET and
labour policies). She works in the Specialised Documentation Centre and she’s involved in research
projects on scientific documentation and technical information concerning institutional fields. Since 2006
she collaborates with Refernet project. ReferNet is a structured, decentralised, networked system of
information collection and dissemination. It provides high quality information on a wide range of
developments in vocational education and training, and learning in the European Union by bringing
together the expertise of key organisations. Email: m.deangelis@isfol.it
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GL Compendium
a unique current awareness resource in and for Grey Literature
Dominic Farace and Jerry Frantzen, GreyNet, The Netherlands
In the context of the development of new technologies GL has found new and faster
means of diffusion, improving its own visibility and efficiency to the point of being today
considered a preferential channel for the diffusion of information, data and
communication on specific topics. This is also the case of ISFOL : in fact, as regards
vocational education and training (VET) and labour market (LM), the Institute promotes
studies and researches, whose outcomes need to be disseminated and delivered
towards different targets: from practitioners and policy makers to a wider public not
necessarily made of experts. To these ends, ISFOL has established an internal
specialised documentation centre (Centro di Documentazione Specializzato - CDS)
engaged in the task of creating and managing GL services and documentary products
able to functionally support, disseminate and communicate the results of the Institute’s
activity. The paper aims at providing a presentation of the ISFOL CDS activity, of which
the following is a brief extract […] Over the recently ended period (2000-2006) of the
ESF planning, the CDS has been engaged with the core task of coordinating the editorial
production of GL, which has been always recognised by our Institute as a key tool for
collecting and disseminating the results of its research activities. The methodological
approach has been necessarily twofold; on the one hand the CDS had to define editorial
policies (and specific GL products) able to strategically face the market rationale; on the
other hand, the same structure was responsible to catalogue and index those same
products. Many issues have been dealt (though not all solved yet): from the
arrangement of specific tools aimed at mapping the research activities (and relative
outcomes and publications) of the Institute, to the setting of the most correct
relationship with internal researchers whose specific interest in maintaining visibility in
bibliographical treatment as “authors” of publications whose scientific responsibility
should be of the sole Institute. With all these concerns in mind, the main purpose of
CDS has been to create the condition to control the several phases succeeding in the
life cycle of the grey literature produced by the Institute. It has been possible this way
to make easier the accountability procedures expected within the ESF management,
since the same GL products are the results of co-financed actions. In fact, at the end of
period considered, the whole production (an overall of 200 titles) has found a proper
autonomy in a Hypertextual guide of the grey literature, proposed as a practical tool for
improving visibility to the GL produced, most of all providing the most proper
thematic/semantic linkages among titles, enabling as much browsing paths as possible.
A major purpose of the Guide, that we are pleased to introduce in this session, is to
improve public availability of the ISFOL GL production through several utilities: from the
full texts provided for each research or contribution to the indexes that allow the
catalogue consultation.

Bionotes
Dominic J. Farace is Director of TextRelease, an Amsterdam based information bureau specializing in
grey literature and networked information. He is a native Louisianan and holds two degrees in sociology
from Creighton University (BA) and the University of New Orleans (MA). His doctoral dissertation in social
sciences is from the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands, where he has lived and worked for the past
twenty-seven years. After six years heading the Department of Documentary Information at the Royal
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (Swidoc/KNAW), he founded GreyNet, Grey Literature Network
Service, in 1993 and has since been responsible for the international GL-Conference Series. In this
capacity, he serves as Program and Conference Director as well as managing editor of the conference
proceedings. Since 2004, he is a Guest Lecturer on Grey Literature in the Masters Program at the
University of Amsterdam; Instructor of Grey Literature via UNO Distance Education, and Editor of TGJ,
The Grey Journal. Email: dominic.farace@textrelease.com
Jerry Frantzen graduated in 1999 from the College of Amsterdam in Library and Information Science.
Frantzen is the technical editor of The Grey Journal (TGJ). And, since 1996, he is affiliated with GreyNet,
Grey Literature Network Service, as a freelance technical consultant. Email: info@greynet.org
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Green Light for Grey Literature?
Orphan Works, Web-Archiving and other Digitization Initiatives –
Recent Developments in U.S. Copyright Law and Policy
Tomas A. Lipinski, School of Information Studies; University of Wisconsin, United States
This paper reviews recent legislative and case developments in the area of copyright law
affecting the preservation including digitization and use of grey literature. Alternative
frameworks for crafting a legislative solution are discussed including pending legislation
targeting the problem of so-called “orphan works” offering a limitation on the monetary
damages or injunctive relief the copyright owner may be granted and another pending proposal
aimed at relaxing the anti-circumvention prohibition of section 1201 that would allow access to
compilations consisting primarily of public domain works that are protected by technical
protection measures. The recent SECTION 108 STUDY GROUP REPORT (March, 2007) also
contain recommendations related to preservation of both analog and borne-digital works,
including new provision for internet archiving. Finally recent case law supporting the archiving of
various sub-literatures from both analog and online sources is reviewed including litigation
involving caching and archiving by Google and the turnitin plagiarism combating service. Short
of a legislative solution, the procedural elements affecting copyright enforcement are assessed
to determine the legal risk in use of grey literature. These proposals and cases are analyzed and
critiqued, with assessment towards solving the copyright issues related to the preservation and
use of various grey literatures. Policy failures as well as successes in the United States can
assist policy makers in other countries when contemplating copyright issues related to
preservation and use of grey literature.

Bionote
Professor Lipinski obtained his J.D. from Marquette University Law School, LL.M. from The John Marshall
Law School, and Ph.D. from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Professor Lipinski has worked
in a variety of library and legal settings including the private, public and non-profit sectors. Professor
Lipinski teaches researches and speaks frequently on various topics within the areas of information law
and policy, especially copyright, free speech and privacy issues in schools and libraries. In fall of 2005,
Professor Lipinski was placed on the Fulbright Senior Specialist Roster and was named a member of the
Global Law Faculty, University of Leuven in Fall of 2006. Recent articles include: Kathrine A. Henderson ,
Richard A. Spinello and Tomas A. Lipinski, Prudent Policy? Reassessing the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act, COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY, November, 2007, at 25 (Volume 37, Issue 2) (25-40); and Hannelore
Dekeyser and Tomas A. Lipinski, Digital Archiving and Copyright Law: A Comparative Analysis, 12
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATIONS LAW & Policy 180 (2008) (180-224) [available at
http://www.ijclp.net/].
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Legal deposit practices regarding grey audiovisual and multimedia
materials carrying Creative Commons licenses and those carrying
traditional copyright at the Library of Congress
Debbie L. Rabina, Pratt Institute; School of Information and Library Science, United States
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to determine whether the type of copyright license under
which grey multimedia materials are published, makes a difference in terms of their inclusion in
library catalogs. The two types of copyright licenses examined are Creative Commons and
traditional copyright, and the library catalog examined is that of the United States Library on
Congress.
Background, justification, and hypothesis: In the United States, copyright is granted
automatically to all creative works. Registration with the U.S. Copyright Office is not a
requirement for copyright protection. Legal Deposit is required by the Library of Congress for all
works under copyright protection. Although not specifically exempt from legal deposit
requirements (see Part 202 of 37 CFR, Chapter II for list of exempt materials) logic follows that
works created under Creative Commons do not fall under the scope of Legal Deposit
requirements.
One of the advantages to publishers from legal deposit is the inclusion of deposited materials in
the Library on Congress catalog and the assignment of a deposit number subfield in the items
MARC record (field 017 of MARC 21 record format). Creators of multimedia content, who chose
a Creative Commons license, are therefore at a disadvantage compared to traditional copyright
holders, in terms of making the record of their work available to a wide audience.
This research wishes to examine the representation of grey multimedia materials that carry
Creative Commons licenses compared to those who carry traditional copyright.
Methodology: The population for this study will include two groups that share some
commonalities and some differences. Both groups will include grey multimedia materials whose
main use is as educational materials. The research population will be grey multimedia materials
published specifically under Creative Commons licenses, and the second group will include grey
multimedia materials published under traditional copyright.
This study adopts list-checking as the primary quantitative methodology, comparing
representation of both groups in the Library of Congress’s open public access catalog (OPAC).
The list is not intended in any way to be comprehensive, but rather representative of grey
multimedia content used primarily in educational setting.

Bionote
Debbie Rabina is a Assistant Professor at Pratt Institute, School of Information and Library Science. Her
areas of teaching and research include scholarly communication, LIS education, government and NGO
information sources, and information policy. Email: drabina@pratt.edu
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The “Grey” Intersection of
Open Source information and Intelligence
June Crowe and Thomas S. Davidson,
Open Source Research Group; IIA, Inc., United States
The term “open source information” refers to information that is unclassified and also signifies
information that is derived from overt, non-clandestine or non-secret, as opposed to hidden or
covert collection. Open source information as defined by the Intelligence Community refers to
information that is publicly available to anyone and is obtainable lawfully by request, purchase,
or observation (1).
However, some open source information that is collected, including
information provided by outside experts, can be classified. This action is to prevent sources,
methods, policies, or other information from being revealed (2). Reports produced by
government contractors may fall into this “grey” intersection of open source and intelligence.
This grey area may prevent reports from being readily accessible to the public, because the
open source research provided analysis based upon classified requirements. If the report is
strictly a collection of open source material then it is not generally classified but may be
available only on a need to know basis.
At what point does open source information become “open source intelligence?” The answer
provided by the statutory definition is vague in its statement that such information becomes
“intelligence” when it is collected, exploited, and disseminated in a timely manner to an
appropriate audience for the purpose of addressing a specific intelligence requirement.”
In
intelligence circles the definition is referred to as “collection” whereas, open source analysts
prefer to use the term “acquire,” because analysts generally acquire previously collected and
publicly available information second-hand
This paper will discuss the dilemma of this grey intersection of open source and intelligence. It
will review US open source policy and an emerging new paradigm of outsourcing and
relationships in the intelligence community. The new paradigm has been brought about
primarily by advances in information technology that allow for customized systems, easy
networking for sharing and exchanging data, and decentralization of systems. This new
paradigm would move away from small secret government bureaucracies to a more virtual
community. It would also lessen the reliance on “classified information,” moving instead toward
an all-source product.
Results/Conclusions:
As the intelligence community bridges the gap between open source and intelligence, the lines
between what is “collection” and open source is becoming increasingly grey. In order to utilize
open source to its best advantages, significant changes in the ability to communicate more
directly with open source researchers will need to occur.
References:
(CRS, 07 Dec 2007, p5-6) Congressional Research Services. CRS Report for Congress. Open
Source Intelligence (OSINT) Issues for Congress. By Richard A. Best, Jr. and Alfred Cumming.
(ICDN, 301) Intelligence Community Directive Number 301 and P.L. 109-163, Sec 931.

Bionotes
June Crowe is the Senior Researcher at Information International Associates, Inc. (IIa). She received
her AMLS from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor and her M.Ed. in geographic education from the
University of Georgia, Athens. She has extensive experience in the management and operations of
library services across government, public, academic, and special libraries. At IIa she performs open
source research on a variety of topics and manages research projects involving web-based open source
document identification, collection, and processing. Her primary interests are open source information in
Grey Literature, repositories, and open source intelligence tools. Email: jcrowe@iiaweb.com
Thomas S. Davidson II was a Senior Military Intelligence Analyst at the Foreign Military Studies Office
(FMSO) of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command at Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. He founded and
led the FMSO Mexico and Southwest Border Security Team for exploitation of primary language Latin
American open source material for items of interest to U.S. National and Border Security. His training
includes coursework at the Defense Language Institute, Monterey, California, for Vietnamese, German,
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Korean, and Czech languages, as well as other military development courses, to include the Warrant
Officer Advanced course in 1993. CWO4 Davidson received his BA degree from the State University of
New York in Albany, New York. He co-authored the U.S. Army Interpreter/Translator course for the
Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) 97L. CWO4 Davidson joined the U.S. Army as an infantry soldier in
1969 and began his Military Intelligence career in 1971 when he attended the Prisoner of War
Interrogator course at Ft. Hood, Texas. His military intelligence duty assignments cover more than 36
years of active and reserve duty in a wide range of positions in Southeast Asia, Europe, and Central
America, ranging from Senior Interrogator to Senior Analyst to Senior Liaison Officer to Commander.
CWO4 Davidson owned and operated a language institute, Languages of El Paso, which provided
language services in five primary languages to the "maquiladora" industry in Cd. Juárez, Cd. Chihuahua,
and Nogales, Sonora. In 1997 he supported Bechtel Corporation on its PEMEX contract as a human
resource manager and liaison to Mexican border and customs agencies. CWO4 Davidson’s awards include
the Legion of Merit, the Meritorious Service Medal, the Joint Service Commendation Medal, two Army
Commendation Medals, the Army Achievement Medal, and the German Army Marksmanship Award.
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Grey Literature for Natural Language Processing:
A Terminological and Statistical Approach
Laura Cignoni, Gabriella Pardelli, and Manuela Sassi,
Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale, CNR, Italy
Since the advent in the 90’s of the WWW technologies, computing has had a strong impact
on modern society offering new opportunities of expansion for future research. Storage,
acquisition and transmission of information have gradually replaced previous paper-based
documentation. The third Web generation is characterized by intelligent search and filtering
systems which use semantic metadata and ontologies to retrieve term-concept relations and
provide significant meaning to the information stored in the web. To what extent is it
possible to prevent the disappearance of the memory of documents that are described by
terms undergoing a very rapid evolution as is the case of the field of Natural Language
Processing (NLP)? We are using a statistical representation of the most significant terms to
create a grid of associations between old and new words belonging to the field of NLP. Our
work is based on the automatic processing of a sample of Grey Literature (GL), in English,
French and Italian, collected in an appropriate database containing ca 10,000 titles of papers
resulting from previous experiences. Particular attention is given to those disciplines which
most influence certain terminological changes, contributing to the creation of linguistic
resources for the extraction of GL coming from the Web. This paper is divided into three
parts: 1) the first part includes: i) titles of papers presented at the conferences of the
Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) (in particular the ACL Anthology) and of the
Association for Language Resources and Evaluation (ELRA); 2) The second part analyzes the
terms used by specialists in the field of research. For example the study shows that terms
like meccanizzazione (It.), mechanical translation (Engl.), machine à traduire (Fr.), used in
the 50’s and 60’s, seem to mark the changes, transition, start-up and consolidation of this
sector which has developed thanks to the use of computers in research and linguistic
studies. Computational Linguistics (CL) originally used adjectives such as electronic,
automatic, mechanical and cybernetic, which were specific loan words from associated
disciplines that have developed for the different application environments, and which can be
referred to the same epistemology. In this way the role of terminology for GL retrieval in a
multilingual society is increasingly dependent on knowledge and information. 3) The final
part presents the statistical sample of Natural Language Processing terminology using a
diachronic interpretation of the data.

Bionotes
Laura Cignoni, a former British School teacher, has been working at the Institute for Computational
Linguistics in Pisa of the National Research Council since 1981. Her interests and activity range from
studies in comparative lexicology and lexicography, with particular regard to multiword expressions in
English and Italian, to philology and its related disciplines, to the creation of computer tools for children’s
dictionaries. She has participated in many national and international projects including the recent ongoing
Medici Project in Florence. She has edited numerous publications, in particular the journal “Linguistica
Computazionale”, publication of the Institute for Computational Linguistics.
E-mail: laura.cignoni@ilc.cnr.it
Gabriella Pardelli graduated in Letters at the University of Pisa in 1980 and has been working at the
Institute for Computational Linguistics of the National Research Council in Pisa since 1984. She has been
active in the creation of bibliographical databases for Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Digital
Library in the Humanities. Other interests regard terminology and History of Human Language
Technology. She is responsible for the Library of the Institute of Computational Linguistics and the
collection called “Antonio Zampolli Fund”. She has participated in many research projects and has worked
on the creation of bibliographical resources in the field of language technologies. She has presented
many works at different national and international conferences and congresses.
Email: gabriella.pardelli@ilc.cnr.it
Manuela Sassi. Graduated in Foreign Languages and Literature at Pisa University, 110/110 cum laude.
Since 1974 she has been working in Pisa at the Institute for Computational Linguistics of the National
Research Council. Her interests and experiences range from linguistic to textual data processing and in
providing linguistic resources on-line. She has been responsible for many national projects and has
participated in numerous international projects. E-mail: manuela.sassi@ilc.cnr.it
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Do High-Energy Physics Scholars read Scientific Journals?
Anne Gentil-Beccot
European Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN, Switzerland
It has been long established that grey literature is a crucial communication vehicle for
High-Energy Physics scholars. This leads to an obvious question: if grey literature is so
important, do High Energy Physicists still read scientific journals as such?
The paper will present a study done at CERN in 2008 on a sample of the High Energy
Physics community.
This study analyses a compilation of data from several sources, among which usage logs
and citation analysis, to understand how scholars from the High-Energy Physics
community actually "read" the information they need.
These data are cross-analyzed with the fraction of journal content which is available
through grey literature and we find that journal usage is anti-correlated with this
fraction.
We conclude that High-Energy Physics scholars mostly access information through grey
literature, even though they continue to see journals crucial in their research for
functions other than dissemination of scientific information.

Bionote
Anne Gentil-Beccot studied French literature before obtaining a master degree in Information Science.
She is now serials librarian in the CERN Scientific Information Service and contributes to the CERN Open
Access actions. Email: Anne.Gentil-Beccot@cern.ch
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a tool to improve
the production
of Grey Literature
What is
Nancy Style?

It is the informal name given to the

Guidelines for the production of scientific and technical reports:
How to write and distribute Grey Literature
formally presented by the Istituto Superiore di Sanità
(Rome, Italy) during the 7th International Conference
on Grey Literature held in Nancy (France)
in December 2005.

Who can use
this tool?
Authors and GL producers
in their mutual task of creating and distributing
accurate, clear, easily accessible reports in different fields.

Which goal?
Permit an independent and correct
production of institutional reports
in the respect of the basic editorial principles.

Which language?
The original version is in English. Its translations are in:
Italian (by Istituto
�����������������������������
Superiore di Sanità�)
French (by Institut
�����������������������������������������������������
de l’Information Scientifique et Technique��)
German (by Technische InformationsBibliothek/UniversitätsBibliothek)
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Grey Literature produced and made available by Universities –
Helping future Scholars or Copycats?
Primož Južnic
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Universities and other institutions of higher education are far mostly the greater producers
of Grey literature. Most of theirs’ education process is based on different written essays or
other sort of similar tasks. Even more important, the whole process is usually finished by
some sort of written dissertation (graduation work, diploma) that shows that a graduate is
capable of research work and has a proper knowledge of the field.
Traditional paradigm was to make this material available through academic libraries. WWW
has helped to solve it and relieve academic librarians from trivial and routine tasks. It has
also made it easier for all potential users, usually students themselves, to reach these
materials, adding to other materials students can use and are part of GL materials. This
sounds as a great keep forward if current research would not indicate that academic
plagiarism is now a very serious problem worldwide.
The result of the research presented in this paper, presents how librarians are getting
involved in both, making materials available and in the same time battle against
plagiarism, their expertise in dealing with different information sources, including the ones
labeled as Grey literature, can be used to help teaching staff in their strife for the quality
academic education. These are also one of the turns forming the traditional library tasks
and services, toward more
professional expertise expected by the information experts.
The paper will present also the research among academic libraries in Slovenia, wishing to
present how presently this literature is made available and what extra services is offered by
academic librarians.
There are many good technical methods of detecting plagiarism, but it cannot be expected
to leave to them to fight alone in the prevention battle. Librarians can help a lot by
educating students about how their work will be assessed and the potential traps of
potential plagiarism. On the other side students' written work can be important information
resources not only to them but also to wider professional public and should be making
available as widely and openly as possible.

Bionote
Primož Južnič is an associate professor at the Department of Library and Information Science and Book
Studies at Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia). His main area of research and interest is
bibliometrics, collection management and LIS education. He teaches the following courses: Bibliometrics,
Special libraries, and Collection Management. Before starting his university career, he was a heading
different special and academic libraries and information/computer centres. He was also working at the
European Commission, for three years, as the seconded informatics expert.
Email: primoz.juznic@ff.uni-lj.si
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INTEREST

(INTERoperation for Exploitation, Science and Technology)
Keith G. Jeffery, STFC; Council Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom
Anne Asserson, University of Bergen, Research Department, Norway
This paper addresses the topic of interoperation of Grey resources. The title should be read as
INTERoperation for Exploitation, Science and Technology. It builds on work by the authors published in
previous GL conferences. The method is architectural analysis and comparison. The costs of the study
are negligible, but of course the costs of implementing any solution are considerable.
The
result/conclusion is that CERIF (Common European Research Information Format) is the essential
component to meet the requirements and is applicable – to a greater or lesser degree - in all
architectural solutions.
Our GL9 (2007) paper proposed a Grey landscape architecture and identified the need for (1) excellent
metadata (to improve discovery and control usage), (2) an institutional document repository of (or
including) grey, (3) an institutional CRIS for the contextual research information, (4) linkage between the
document repository and the CRIS of an institution and thence (in a controlled manner with formal
descriptive and restrictive metadata) to other institutions, (5) an e-research repository of research
datasets and software, (6) linkage between the e-research repository and the CRIS of an institution and
thence (in a controlled manner with formal descriptive and restrictive metadata) to other institutions, (7)
an institutional policy to mandate deposition of the material with appropriate metadata.
These very requirements define the components for interoperation of Grey resources, and their
interoperation with other resources to provide a holistic support for R&D. Indeed they can be extended
(via the CRIS) to interoperation with other management systems of an organisation such as finance,
human resources, project management, production control etc.
However, the capability for interoperation can be provided in several implemented architectures. This
paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of different solutions including experience of their
use. This analysis and experience is then applied to the grey environment. Remote and local wrapping of
resources, cataloguing techniques and a full compliant model are discussed as well as harvesting
technology. It concludes that – particularly for the grey environment – the optimal architecture involves
formal syntax (structure of information) and defined semantics (meaning of information) as defined by
CERIF.

Bionotes
Keith Jeffery is currently Director, IT and International Strategy of STFC (Science and Technology
Facilities Council), based at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in UK. Previously he was Head of Business
and Information Technology Department with a staff of 140 supporting over 360000 users, developing
software for business and science and doing leading edge R&D. STFC hosts the UK and Ireland Office of
W3C and develops and supports the largest OA institutional repository in UK. Keith is a Fellow of both the
Geological Society of London and the British Computer Society. He is a Chartered Engineer and Chartered
IT Professional. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Irish Computer Society. He is president of euroCRIS
(www.eurocris.org) and of ERCIM (www.ercim.org) and holds three honorary professorships. He has
extensive publications and has served on numerous programme committees and research grant review
panels. He has particular interests in ‘the research process’ and the relationship of hypotheses,
experiments, primary data and publications based on research in information systems, knowledge-based
systems and metadata. Email: k.g.jeffery@rl.ac.uk
Anne Asserson holds a Cand. polit. with a Masters in Information Science from the University of Bergen,
UiB. She has been working with Research Documentation, and has participated in substantial parts of
CRIS developmental work, locally and nationally. Asserson has been part of the establishing and
implementing of a Research Documentation system, Fdok www.ub.uib.no/fdok/sok/, at the UiB. For
several years she was the chairwoman of the Steering Group of the national CRIS system and project
secretary of a National system for academic administration. Asserson is presently representing UiB in the
national group that is implementing a new national research documentation system, FRIDA. She has also
participated in The CORDIS funded European-wide project on " Best Practice" 1996 . She was a member
of the working group set up 1997 that produced the report CERIF2000 Guidelines (1999)
www.cordis.lu/cerif, coordinated by the DGXIII-D4. euroCRIS is now the custodian of the CERIF model
www.eurocris.org. She is a member of the Best Practice Task Group. Email: anne.asserson@fa.uib.no
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OpenSIGLE, Home to GreyNet’s Research Community and its Grey
Literature Collections: Initial Results and a Project Proposal
Dominic Farace and Jerry Frantzen; Grey Literature Network Service, Netherlands
Christiane Stock and Nathalie Henrot; INIST-CNRS, France
Joachim Schöpfel; University of Lille 3, France
For the past 15 years, GreyNet has sought to serve researchers and authors in the field
of grey literature. To further this end, GreyNet has signed on to the OpenSIGLE
repository and in so doing seeks to preserve and make openly available research results
originating in the International Conference Series on Grey Literature. GreyNet together
with colleagues at INIST-CNRS have designed the format for a metadata record, which
encompasses standardized PDF attachments of the authors’ conference preprints,
PowerPoint presentations, abstracts and biographical notes. In April 2008, the first test
batch containing records from the Eighth International Conference on Grey Literature
(GL8, 2006) was uploaded. A few minor problems that were encountered have since
been successfully resolved; and, these metadata records and corresponding attachments
are now available for search and retrieval in OpenSIGLE. Subsequent record entries will
follow continuing with GL7 (2005) down to GL6 (2004) and GL5 (2003). By December
2008, conference records over the past five years including those from GL9 (2007) will
be available in OpenSIGLE. For this phase of the project, a budget of 2000 Euro was
appropriated to cover the costs of formatting, conversion, and technical editing of the
100 plus records. Records from the earlier four conferences in the GL Series (1993-1999)
will require additional image scanning as well as permission from Emerald (the former
MCB University Press). Should this be granted not only would the total number of
GreyNet records in OpenSIGLE be doubled but GreyNet’s collection would then be
comprehensive.
Project Proposal
If OpenSIGLE is indeed the best home for GreyNet, then some measure of empirical
results should be able to confirm it. Results that would demonstrate benefits for both the
GreyNet Collection as well as OpenSIGLE. For it is here, where the crossroads of more
than 25 years of bibliographic information on grey literature intersects with 15 years of
research on grey literature. The analysis of usage statistics and local metrics can draw on
the standards and definitions of the COUNTER project for journals and databases but
must take into account that little has been published so far on usage statistics of
documents deposited in open archives, that standards, recommendations and empirical
evidence are still missing, and that the software for the export of statistics need to be
improved. Approach, methodology and preliminary usage data will be presented at the
GL10 conference, with special attention to comparative data especially from INIST and
GreyNet websites, and to the potential and real impact of PR campaign and referencing
on usage. We invite other GL authorities to join our development team in order to
enhance the research on usage and users of GreyNet’s Collection in OpenSIGLE (data
collection, metrics etc.). This may also include the evaluation of the role and impact of
OpenSIGLE and GreyNet’s Collection on the development and functioning of the
international GreyNet community and the creation of community-related tools and
functionality (web 2.0). If GreyNet is to factor into the design of the ‘Grey Grid’ for
information society, then not only it’s place in serving researchers and educators in the
field of grey literature must be re/evaluated but also it’s place in serving practitioners in
the field. Such a study would help to bring this home.
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Bionotes
Dominic J. Farace is Director of TextRelease, an Amsterdam based information bureau specializing in
grey literature and networked information. He is a native Louisianan and holds two degrees in sociology
from Creighton University (BA) and the University of New Orleans (MA). His doctoral dissertation in social
sciences is from the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands, where he has lived and worked for the past
twenty-seven years. After six years heading the Department of Documentary Information at the Royal
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (Swidoc/KNAW), he founded GreyNet, Grey Literature Network
Service, in 1993 and has since been responsible for the international GL-Conference Series. In this
capacity, he serves as Program and Conference Director as well as managing editor of the conference
proceedings. Since 2004, he is a Guest Lecturer on Grey Literature in the Masters Program at the
University of Amsterdam; Instructor of Grey Literature via UNO Distance Education, and Editor of TGJ,
The Grey Journal. Email: dominic.farace@textrelease.com
Jerry Frantzen graduated in 1999 from the College of Amsterdam in Library and Information Science.
Frantzen is the technical editor of The Grey Journal (TGJ). And, since 1996, he is affiliated with GreyNet,
Grey Literature Network Service, as a freelance technical consultant. Email: info@greynet.org
Christiane Stock is the head of Monographs and Grey Literature at INIST-CNRS and gives lectures on
grey literature. INIST-CNRS, 2 allée du Parc de Brabois, F-54519 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex.
Email: stockc@inist.fr
Nathalie Henrot graduated in History, then in Information Sciences from the University of Tours in
1988. She has been working for the INIST-CNRS for seventeen years, more specifically at the
Monographs & Grey Literature Section from 1993, for congress proceedings acquisition. She is now the
user administrator in the OpenSIGLE project. Email: henrotn@inist.fr
Joachim Schöpfel obtained his Ph.D. in psychology from the Hamburg University in 1992. During his
studies in psychology, he participated in research on bilingual children of Turkish immigrants in Hamburg,
of the German minority in Denmark, and in a French-German High School in Versailles, France. From
1991 to 2008, he worked at the French Institute for Scientific and Technical Information (INIST-CNRS) in
different positions in database production and library management, at last as head of the e-publishing
and document supply department. During the same time, he was lecturer at the University of Nancy. At
present, he is senior lecturer in information and communication sciences at the Charles de Gaulle
University of Lille 3. He published on GL, document delivery, digital libraries, scientific publishing, usage
statistics and professional development. Email: joachim.schopfel@univ-lille3.fr
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Eleventh International
Conference on Grey Literature
Join the Federal Library and Information Center Committee
(FLICC) of the Library of Congress in Washington, DC as host for
GL11, December 14 and 15, 2009.
FLICC is an organization of U.S. federal agencies dedicated
to cooperation and concerted action within the community of federal
libraries and information centers. FLICC and FEDLINK, FLICC’s
purchasing, training and resource-sharing consortium, achieve better
utilization of federal information resources and facilities through
promotion of common services, coordination and sharing of available
resources and professional development. FLICC is also a forum for
discussion of federal library and information policies, programs, and
procedures to help inform the Congress, federal agencies, and others
concerned with libraries and information centers.
For the latest news on GL11 or FLICC/FEDLINK, visit our Web
site at  http://www.loc.gov/flicc .
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Amnesty International

Netherlands

Boekman Foundation

Netherlands

British Library, BL

United Kingdom

Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, CNRS

France

Centre of Information Technologies and Systems, CITIS

Russia

City of Amsterdam
Department of Economy, Science and Innovation, EWI

Netherlands
Belgium

Department of Energy, DOE

United States

EBSCO Information Services

United States

euroCRIS, Current Research Information Systems

Netherlands

European Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN

Switzerland

Fabchannel B.V.

Netherlands

Federal Library and Information Center Committee, FLICC
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Federal Library Information Network, FedLink

United States

Grey Literature Network Service, GreyNet
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Information International Associates, IIa
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Japan Science and Technology Agency, JST
Kansas State University
Korea Institute of Science & Technology Information, KISTI
McMaster University
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United States
Korea
Canada

Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations
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Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, OCW

Netherlands

Mnatobi Ltd.
National Research Council, CNR
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New York Academy of Medicine, NYAM

United States

Office of Scientific and Technical Information, OSTI

United States

Oklahoma State University

United States

Open Source Center

United States

Open Source Research Group

United States

Osrodek Przetwarzania Informacji, OPI
Pratt Institute, School of Information and Library Science
PricewaterhouseCoopers, PwC
Purdue University
Royal Victoria Teaching Hospital
Science and Technology Facilities Council, STFC
Scientific and Technical Information Center, VNTIC
Slovak Centre of Scientific and Technical Information, CVTI SR
SNDT Women's University
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Université Charles de Gaulle Lille 3
University of Amsterdam, UvA
State Technical Library, STK
Texas A&M University
The Hague University Library
Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, UFSC

Poland
United States
Netherlands
United States
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United Kingdom
Russia
Slovakia
India
Netherlands
France
Netherlands
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United States
Netherlands
Brazil

University of Bergen, UiB

Norway

University of Calgary

Canada

University of California, Irvine Libraries, UCI

United States
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University of Ljubljana, UNI-LJ
University of Missouri-Columbia
University of Patras
University of Utrecht, UU

Slovenia
United States
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Washington State University
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